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Paw el JJomarislci 
The basic notion of this paper is the notion of a twisted sum. 
A topological vector space (tvs) A is called a twisted sum for 
a pair of tvs Y, Z if A contains an isomorphic copy JC. of Y such 
that X/JC- — Z. in terms of diagrams it may be expressed euui-
valently (and more precisely) as follows: diagram of tvs and 
continuous relatively open linear mappings (homomorphisms) 
of the form 
(*J 0 >Y j >X -3-—>Z >0 
is said to oe a twisted sum of Y and Z if it is a short exact 
sequence (i.e., the image of every map is equal to the kernel 
of the next map). 
There are two main problems in the theory of twisted sums 
which we study in the present paper. The first one is the three 
space problem for local convexity, i.e., the question for what 
pairs of tvs all of their twisted sums are locally convex. It is 
xnown (and proved independently in [ 1 ] , [14] and [11?] ; that there 
is a nonlocally convex twisted sum of the one-dimensional space & 
ana the Banach space 1... 
We say that a locally convex space (lcs) Z is a ISO-space 
(Twisted Sum Uonvex, comp. [4]) if, for every lcs Y, every 
twistea sum of Y and Z is locally convex. We study this class of 
lcs in our paper in detail (characterizations, permanence 
properties). This class is closely related to the second main 
problem which we examine: the problem of splitting. 
*e say that the twistea sum (•*•) splits if the space j(Y) is 
complemented in JL, in fact then (•*•) is a direct sum of Y and Z. 
A tvs Z belongs to the class S(Y) if every twisted sum of Y and 
Z splits. 
La Section 2 we characterize ISC-spaces as lcs Z such that 
every twisted sum of l*o(A) and Z splits (i.e., Z e s U ^ A ) ) ) for 
every set A. 
This paper is in final form and no version of it will be submitted for publication elsewhere. 
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In Section 4 we consider the open pruoiem whether every 
locally convex X-apace L (i.e., such that Zes(K)f dim K = 1, 
see [9] ) is necessarily a TSC-space (the converse is trivial). Ae 
give some partial answers; for example, the answer is positive for 
arbitrary products oi countable direct sums of metrizabie lcs. 
The first partial answer was given by S. Jjieroif [3], Theorem 2.4.1 
and by Al. J. Kaiton ft], Theorem 4.10. 
In Section 3 we study permanence properties of the classes 
of all TSC-spaces, JfT-spa^es, and 3(Yj. The table given there 
contains all such properties known to the author. 
Section 1 is of technical nature. It contains a study of 
the so-called quasilinear technique - a general method of 
constructing all twisted sums for the given pair of tvs i and Z. 
This method is used throughout the paper. The first general 
description of the technique was given in [4], Sections 2 and 3t 
but the present description includes some new facts and 
improvements, including some better proofs. Those proofs which 
have not oeen changed, are omittea. The applications of this 
technique given in this paper and in [4] faily motivate 
an extensive study of it. 
The quasilinear technique for constructing twisted sums of two 
locally bounaea tvs was used for the first time in \J\ and [14] • 
The first splitting condition for the locally boundea case was 
given in [7] • in po] it was shown that all twisted sums of locally 
boundea spaces can be obtained by using quasiiinear homogeneous 
maps. A similar results for the pairs consisting of the one-aimen-
sional space ana a tfrechet space was given in [d] and for the pairs 
consisting of two nuclear .t'rechet spaces, the second one with 
a basis, in \\2\ • This latter result is even stronger, all twistea 
sums of such pairs of tvs can be obtained with use of linear maps 
instead of quasilinear. It can be generalized to pairs of arbitrary 
nuclear spaces or even pairs consisting of an arbitrary ics 
and a TSC-space. The generalization as well as some other 
applications of the quasilinear technique will be given in 
the author* 8 next paper "Twisted sums of nuclear and Banach space si' 
Some other considerations and results related to the two problems 
mentioned above are contained in [4] • 
4e finish the introduction with some auxiliary notions 
and facte. 
In this paper we consider only tvs over the field of real 
or complex numbers which is denotea by K. The same notation is used 
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for the one-dimensional tvs. 
A balanced subset U of a tvs X is called pseuctoconvex if there 
is O U such that U + U czcU and it is called r-convex. where 
0 < r ^ 1, if aU 4- bU c= U holds for all af b 5>0 with a
r + br » 1. 
The tvs X is said to be locally t>seudoconvex (r-convex) iff it has 
a ^neighbourhood oase consisting of pseudoconvex (r~convex) sets. 
by Theorem 6.8.3 Kl and its proof (the so-called Aoki-Rolewicz 
Theorem;f a tvs X is locally pseudoconvex iff it has 
a O-neighbourhood base (tf_) --A such that each U is r -convex for 
a a CIA a a 
some 0 < r ^ 1 . It is obvious that every r-convex set is pseudo-
convex and that the gauge functionals of r-convex sets are r-semi-
norms. 
A metrizaole complete tvs is called an ff-space. and a locally 
convex .F-space is called a Fr£chet space. By X we denote 
the completion of the tvs X (i.e., the direct sum of the closure 
of zero ana the completion of its Hausdorff associated tvs). If j 
is a continuous linear mapping, then J denotes its (unique) 
extension to the completion of its domain. In diagramst the arrow 
c=—>is used to indicate topological linear embeddings. J?or other 
notions we refer to [b] and [lb] in general. 
1. Quasilinear technique. First, let us recall some definiij.̂ -.s 
from [4], Section 3. Let Yf Z be tvs. Two twisted sums of Y and Zf 
(1.1) 0 >Y j >X * >Z >0 
and 0 *Y --> X . j— ' - > Z > 0 
are equivalent if there is a topological isomorphism (which 
establishes the equivalence) T: X—*>X.j such that the following 
diagram commutes: 
0 >Y j >X -±-+ Z > 0 
(1.2) lid I'f lid 
0 »Y J-^X-j - * Z >0. 
Let F: Z—>Y be an arbitrary mapf and l e t us define two other 
maps AF: ZXZ—>Yf J y KXZ—>Y by 
A^(z 1 fz 2 ) * FU., + z 2 ) ~ f(z^) - F ( z 2 ) f 
Jp(afz) « F(az) - aF(z). 
«e say that the map F is quasilinear if A^f J^ are continuous 
at zero and F(0) * 0. 
For i m 0f1f2f3»4 we define the sets Q^UiY) of maps F: Z—• Y 
as follows: 
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G°(ZfY) •- {FJ F is quasilinear/ f 
Q^Z.Y) -= {P6d°(ZfY)t J? is homogeneous) f 
Q2(ZfY) ^ •Ci
,6Q.°(ZfY): A? and J? are continuous) f 
Q5(ZfY) -* {.F eQ?(ZfY): A^ is continuous} , 
Q.4(ZfY) - {fi F is linear) • 
Sow assume that 1 is a subspace of another tvs Y1? and let 
a : Y.»—>Y-j/Y be the natural Quotient map« Then we will denote 
by Q^UtYfY-,) the set of all .FeQ.1(ZfY.J) such that ^9i Z —>Y t/Y 
is continuous at zero* We will say that a map between two tvs 
belongs to JU (i * Qf1f2f5f4) if it isf respectively, 
- continuous at zero (i -= o) f 
- continuous at zero and homogeneous (i = 1)f 
- continuous (i = 2) f 
- continuous and homogeneous (i = 3), 
• continuous and linear (i -= 4). 
The superscript i -= 0 is often omitted. 
Using quasilinear maps we can construct twisted sums. Let 
FGQ(Z f Y f Y . j ) ; then Y © F Z will denote the product linear space Y X Z 
endowed with the topology generated by the O-neighbourhood base 
consisting of the sets of the form: 
w|(u,v) - {(y^) e YXZ: y - #(s) e uf z e v}» 
where J, V are arbitrary O-neighbourhoods in ¥ . j f Zf respectively* 
It is proved in M f Proposition 3.1 that the following diagram 
0 >Y—-J—> Y ffi^Z * > Z > 0 
forms a twisted sumf where j and u. are the natural embedding and 
projection, respectively. 
R e m a r k 1.1. If i: if <=->¥.j is the natural embedding, then 
the following diagram commutes: 
-> Y -»-—> ï PZ --±---> Z 
L J l w I „ 41 * 0 >Y-j ^Y-jS^Z ^->Z > 0 f 
where ^ and 4.. are again the natural embedding and projection, 
respectively. Moreover, ixid^ is a topological embedding. In fact, 
the condition "u* .*': Z — > Y . j A ia continuous at zero11 
in the definition of Q(ZfY9Y1) is equivalent to the fact that 
q m q^lixid,) is open orf equivaiently, that the "restriction" 
of tli* twisted sum Y-j©^ to Y ®^Z is a twisted sum too. 
He will say that a map s is a section for the twisted sum ( 1 . 1 ) 
Iff BS z — * X f s(0) =» 0 and *•& * id^ Further, a map p: X — > Y is 
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said to be projection for the twisted sum (U1) if p(0) =- 0 and 
p(x + j(y)) f= p(x)+y for every x*=JL9 yeY. The latter condition is 
fulfilled by every additive map p with P|i(Y) * j"* • 
R e m a r Jc 1.2. Let us observe that if s is a sectiA;i for (1#1) 
then p * j~ °(id^ - s#uj is a projection for (1.1). On the other 
hand9 if p is a projection for (1.1)y then we can define 
a section s for (1.1) by s(u.(x)) =- x - j»p(x) for every xeX. 
Therefore there is a bijective correspondence between projections 
and sections* 
LEMMA 1.1. -?or an arbitrary twisted sum (1.1) of tvs Y9 Z 
the following conditions are equivalent (i = 0,1,2,3*4): 
(a) J.or every algebraic isomorphism T: X — > i x ? for which 
(1.2) with A.. = YxZ, commutes9 there is a map PeQr(Z*y) such that 
(1.1) is equivalent to the twisted sum 
0 > Y > Y ®FZ > Z » 0, 
and the equivalence is established oy T (recall that Y X Z =- Y ©^Z 
algebraically). 
(b) The twisted sum (1.1) has a aecti^ 8 6M1. 
(c) The twisted sum (1.1) has a projection pEM 1. 
P r o o f : (a) ^-----^(b) is proved implicitly in [4] 9 Lemma 3»2. 
(b) = > ( c ) : The projection p defined as in .Remark 1.2 belong? 
to M1 iff SG.M1. 
(c) =z^(b): If p is continuous at zero, then for every 
O-neighbourhood Vcl there is a O-neighbourhood U^Xj such that 
p(U)cV. Hence for zeq(U), s(z)eU - j(V) whenever s is defined 
as in Remark U 2 . Therefore s is continuous at zero too. The other 
cases are similar. 
L.EMMA 1.2. (Comp. [4] 9 Lemma 2.1) Let 
(1.3) 0 > (Yf\)-L-> U,^)-.£_> (z,Yj) >o 
and 
(1.4) 0 > (Y,X) -J—>U,r2)-±-*(z,r?) >0 
be twisted sums, where £j > t^* 
Let si (Z,^)—>(X,r ?) be a section for (1.4) belonging 
to the class M1; then si (Z 9yj)—tU.Tj) is a section for (1.3) 
belonging to the class M , too* 
P r o o f * Using Lemma 1.1 and the remarx before it, we may 
consider respective projections for the twisted sums (1*3) 
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en* (1.4). This makes Lemma 1.2 obvious* 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let (*a)acA *>* * family of tvs and let Z be 
a tvs* If for every a£A and for every twisted sum of Y0 and Z 
i there is a projection p£M , then for every twisted sum 
of Y « J""]" Y and Z there is a projection pel 1 (i = 0-1.2,3,4). 
a £ A 
P r o o f . Let us consider the following twisted sum 
0 —1-> Y ---—> X J-L-* Z > 0. 
/or every aeA, let r : Y—>Y be the natural projection. Then, 
for the natural quotient map T : X—>X/j( "TT O s K* there 
a b€AN{a} a a 
are maps j : Y 0 — > Xo and q̂„5 * 0 — > Z such that the following a a a & a 
diagram commutes and the second row forms a twisted sum: 
0 > Y—A—» X -i—>2 > 0 
* *-„ * **. v 
•> ү —---^x — Ł - > . . >0 . 
Let p : Xo .»Yo be a projection for the twisted sum X . 
a a a a 
The desired projection p: X — > Y is then given by the formula 
p(x) = (Pa-*.(x))a e A. 
Indeed, let x€X, y€.Y, a£A« then 
V T a ( x + j(y)} * pa(Ta(x) + V j ( y ) ) * pa(Ta(x) ^ V a * * ^ 
- Pa'Ta(x) +ra(y). 
Finally, 
p(x + j(y)) - (P a
#V x ) )«€A + ( ra (y ) )aeA " p ( x ) + y' 
Clearly pent whenever p belongs to the class M for every aGA. 
PKOPOSITIODI 1.2. Let Y be a Precbet space and let Z be 
an F-space. 
(a) (E. Michael, [13] * [2], Theorem II.7.1) Every twisted sum 
of Y and Z admits a continuous section. 
(b) If Y is a Banach space, then every twisted sum of Y and Z 
admit8 a continuous section s such that s(az) = aa(z) for every 
z£Z, a€X, |a|= 1. 
(c) If Y is a Banach space and Z is locally bounded, then 
avery twisted sum of Y and Z admits a continuous homogeneous 
section. 
P r o f. (a): It is proved in [2], Theorem L1*7*L 
(b): Let us denote bv T the multiplicative group {eeK: |af» lj« 
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Let us consider an arbitrary twisted sum of Y and Z. By part (a)9 
it possesses a continuous section s. For every X£<A" (Z), 26Z, 
we háve (1/a)s(az) - x6j(Y)f aSK, where jf * are MassociatedM 
to the given twisted sum embedding of Y and (jLuotient map onto Z, 
respectively. Hence the function f: K X Z — > Y such that 
f(a,z) *= (l/a)s(az) - s(z), a€K, z€Zf 
is continuous. Thus we can define: 
s^z) « s(z) + /f(afz) da t 
T 
where the integrál is the Boehner integrál talcen with respect to 
the normál i2ed Haar measure on the group T. 
In the reál čase we háve simply s^íz) « (s(z) + s(-z))/2 so 
that the section s- is continuous. tfe will show it in generál* 
tfirst, notě that if C is a compact subset of Z, then 
the function f restricted to TXC is uniformly continuous. Hence. 
if zn »z in Z, then f(-fzn) —>f(*fz) uniformly for a€'J?t n—>©©. 
Therefore, since a(zn)—>s(z)t we háve 
sn(z ) = s(z) + / f(atz ) da—>s(z) + / f(a,z) da • s-(z)f i n li m a j • • • 
and S] is continuous. Obviously* s« is the des-if&d «ection, 
(cj: It is known (see for example [3] or [j], Theorem 1.1) that 
every twisted sum of Y and Z is locaily bounded whenever Y and Z 
are locaily bounaed. By the part (b), every twisted sum of Y an<i Z 
possesses a section s such that s(az) * as(z) for every a€K, 
lal- 1t z€Z. Let V be a closed bounded r-convex O-neighbourhood 
in Z such that s(V) is bounded and let pv be itB gauge functional. 
Obviously it is a continuous r-norm. Hfe can define a new 
homogeneous section s« as follows: 
fv) for z * 0} 
s,(z) |py(z)s(z/py(z)) for z * O. 
By the čontittaity of p^f ŝ  is continuous at every point z # 0« 
But eiz/p^x;) cs(V) and the latter set is bounded. Hence, if 
z—> O. xfcen p«r(z)—>0 and sAz)—">0f too. Therefore s- is 
conítlnuous at every Dóint and it i'ř» the desired section. 
|>iČDK>smotf 1.3 {[*], Corollary 2.1), Let Y be a semimetrizable 
tVe and let Z be a Hausdorff tvs# If 
0 >Y J > X * > Z > 0 
is a twisted sum, then ^ ^ 
0 •Y"-^L->I-i-> Z >0 
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is a twisted sum too. 
tfowf the following theorem establishes the existence 
of sections for some twisted sums* The parts (a) and (c) can be 
strenghthenedf oomp. [4] f Theorem 2.1. 
TH£oRj&ft 1.1. Let Yf Z he tvs. Then every twisted sum of Y and L 
possesses a section s which is: 
(a) continuous at zero-, whenever Y is an arbitrary product of 
.F-spaces , 
(b) continuous, whenever Y is an arbitrary product of .Frechet 
spaces; 
(c) wuaunaous at zero and homogeneousf whenever Y is an aroitrary 
product of locally bounded f-spaces J 
(d) continuous and homogeneous, whenever Y is an arbitrary product 
of .banach spaces and L is locally pseuaoconvex. 
P r o o f . Proposition 1.1 shows that it is enough to prove 
the theorem omitting the phrases wan aroitrary product of". Hence 
the parts (a) and (c) are contained in [4] f Theorem 2*1. Part (b) 
is an easy consequence of Propositions U2 (a)f 1*3 and Lemma 1.2. 
(d): Let us consider a twisted sum 
0 • (Yfl|.||j --J—• U9T) -*-> U9y) > Of 
where (Yfll*lt) is a Banach space and (Zfy) is a locally pseudoconvex 
space. By [4] » Theorem 1.1, U?*£) is locally pseuaoconvex. Let 0 
be an r-convex (balanced) 0-neighoourhood in Uf7?) such that 
j (U) is contained in the unit ball of (YJMIJ* 
.by Lemma 1.2f it is enough to prove the existence of a required 
section for the twisted sum 
0 *(Yf|HI) -J—> U.^;-^-* UtYi> — * ° » 
where ^ (y1f respectively) is the linear topology generated 
by the O-neighbourhood base {n~ UJ n € n}( {n~ n(U): n€W}f respec-
tively). 
Let us observe that q.(ker 7?^) * iter y.j (where ker •£- is 
the closure of {0} in Uf1f.j)) because (YJMI) is complete* Hence 
we have topological direct sums 
Uftfj) * (X^^nX-j) 0 Uer ^ . ^ n k e r ^ ) for some X r p j U ) , 
and (Zf yy) =- U^T\
 nZ0 ® ̂ ker *V *i nker T^ £or Z1 - 4(*i)* 
In consequencef the following diagram forma a twisted sum of. 
Hausdorff locally r-convex spaces! 
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-> (Y, 11-11)-J—>(Xr^1nX1) U-(Z rf 1nZ 1) >Of 
where o^ * ol^ . By Proposition 1#3f also the next diagram forma 
a twisted sum: ^ 
0 > (Y.ll-ll) --^(XJ.wPri,) U (Z-jt^nZ,) »0. 
This twisted sum fulfils the assumptions of Proposition 1.2 (c)f 
hence it admits a continuous and homogeneous section s^. It is 
easily seen that S . -L : Z . -—>X 1 is a section for the-previous 
twisted sum* Let pi Z — > ker y~.. be a linear ( and obviously con* 
tinuous) projection with ker p » Z.jf and let s2s *er ^ — > k e r ^ 
be the linear map such that 
{s2(a)} • ker ^ ni~
1(z) 
for every 2 6 ker y . j . Of course, s^ is continuous. flow, we can 
define a homogeneous continuous section s as follows: 
s -= s2*P + s.j*(idz - p). 
This completes the proof. 
. R e m a r k , it is not known to the author if the assumption 
that L is locally pseudoconvex is necessary in the part (d). 
The above method of proof is not applicable in general because 
the existence of Py- with the properties as required in the above 
proof implies that there is a O-neighbourhood in Z1 which does 
not contain any line. It is not the case, for instance, when 
Z =- LQ(0f1)/£f and so the author does not know if the twisted sum 
0 > £ > L0(0f 1) >LQ(0f 1)/£ > 0 
admits a homogeneous continuous section (it has a homogeneous 
section continuous at zero and a continuous section, comp. 
the parts (b) and (c)). 
The following result mav be called an "extension theorem"; 
THEOREM 1.2. Let us consider a tvs X)t the following twisted 
sum of tvs Y and Z: 
0V > Y J > X **>Z > 0 f 
and a topological linear embedding i: Y CL^Y^. Then there exist 
a tvs X.jf a topological embedding T: I
C->X 1 and maps j 1 f <i.j such 
that the following diagram commutes and the second row forms 
a twisted sum: 
0 > Y J >£ * >Z > 0 
Пi ПT lid 
-^ү^—-->-:.—-->z .-o. 
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. R e m a r k . This theorem is an easy consequence of [4] f 
Corollary 3*2 (d). The twisted sum X^ may be called an extension 
of the twisted sum X to the twisted sum of Y, and Z. 
P r o o f . Algeuraically, we define X.j * Y . j /YXYXZ f let us 
choose a linear isomorphism j .j from Y.j onto Yj/YXY = Y . j / Y X Y X { 0 } 
with j .j(Y) * {0} xY, and let us denote by q.- the patural projection 
from X- onto Z. Then there is a unique linear isomorphism T from X 
onto Y X Z = {0}xYxZvsuch that the above diagram commutes. Next, 
we equip X- with the strongest linear topology such that T and j -
are continuous. The family of sets of the form 
({0}XT(U)) + (3-,(V)x{0» f 
where U. V are O-neighbourhoods in Xf Y.jf respectively, forms 
a O-neighbourhood base for this topology. It can be easily seen 
that X.j is as desired* 
The following theorem is the main result concerning 
the quasilinear technique, it is an immediate consequence 
of Lemma 1.1, Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 (comp. iiemaric 1.1). 
THiiORKM 1.3. Let Y ^ Y , Z be tvs. Then every twisted sum of Y 
and Z is equivalent to a twisted sum of the form Y0j-Z, where 
?6 Q^Z-Y.Y . ,) and 
la) i ». 0 when Y., is an arbitrary product of F-spaces ; 
(b) 1 » 2 when Y is locally convex and Yj is an arbitrary product 
of Fre'chet spaces; 
(c) i = 1 when Y is locally pseudoconvex and Y^ is an arbitrary 
product of locally bounded Jf-spaces; 
(d) i ss 3 when Y is locally convexf Y- is an arbitrary product 
of Banach spaces and Z is locally pseudoconvex. 
K e m a r JC. Comp. [4] f Theorem 3*1 for a weaker version 
of the parts (a) and (c). 
The last fact ia proved in [4] f Corollary 3.U 
THEOREM 1.4. The twisted sum: 
0 >Y—-£-> y ©^z—SL-> Z > 0, 
where Yc=Ylf Z are tvs and .FeQ(ZfY.Y1) splits iff there is 
a linear map L: Z — + 1 such that J? - L: Z — > Y j is continuous 
at zero. 
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2m Characterization of TSC-spaces» Let us recall that a lcs Z 
is a TSC~space if for every lcs Y every twisted sum of Y and Z is 
locally convex* By loo (A) we denote the Banach space of all bounded 
functions f: A — > K with the sup-norm, first, we prove an easy 
Lemma: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let B be a Ham el basis of Z and let 1 oe an arbit-
rary family of quasilinear homogeneous maps if': 2 — > K such that 
F(e) *- 0 for every e€B f F€ I. Assume that the associated family 
of mappings A«: Z * Z — > &f J?6If is e qui continuous at zero. Then 
for every x£ Z% sup |tf(x)|< cx>. 
JF6I 
P r o o f . Let r ,J a continuous seminorm on Z such that 
if x, y 6 Z and r(x)<£l, r(y)^1f then |AF(x,y)| <£ 1 for every F6I. 
Thus |Ap(xfy)| <r(x) + r(y) for all x, y e Z and J?ei. flow, if 
n 
x -=• Yl akek ^ Z f o r ek € B# ak^ *' *=1f...fnf 
then (as easily checked) 
Hx) . ̂  A,( V k f £ a.e.) 
A A ic-1 
\F(x)\ îtt = V r(a, e. ) + V r( V a.e,)<oof 
&2 * * Jc-̂2 jtl J J 
where the constant M S independent of F6I. 
The following theorem characterizes TSC-spaces. 
THEORY 2.1. .For every lcs Z the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) Z is a TSC-space. 
(b) i£es(loo(l)) for every set .*, 
(c) zes(loo(D) for a set I the ,ardinality of which is equal 
to the density character of Z. 
(d) Z6S(loo(IJ) for a set I the cardinality of which is equal 
to the cardinality of a O-neighbourhood base of Z. 
(e) If ICQ.(4,£) is a family of maps such that the associated 
family (A.)... is equicontinuous at zerof then there is a 
family of linear (not necessarily continuous) mappings 
Lfi Z—• &, Pei f such that the family (F -
 Lf)f$i i s e*ui-
continuous at zero. 
(f) If IcQ?(Zf*.) is a family of maps such that the associated 
family (A^-J^g^ is equicontinuous at every point in ZXZ t thn-
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there is a family of linear (not necessarily continuous) mappings 
L?: Z—»Kf P € I such that the family (F - L-^j 6 I is 
equicontinuous at zero (or e^uivalently: e^uicontinuous at every 
point in Z). 
P r o o f , (a) = ^ ( b ) : This is an immediate consequence of 
the well-known fact that isomorphic copies of 1OO(I)'B are 
complemented in every locally convex space* 
(b)=--^(a): Every locally convex space Y may be embedded into 
a suitable product | | ldbC-O * Yi» *-et us consider the following 
b€B D 
twisted sum 
0 > Y J -» X * > Z > 0. 
By Theorem 1.2, it may be extended to a twisted sum in the upper 
row of the diagram below . 
• 1 *1 
0 > Y-, L>X 1 *-» Z > 0 
J . J 1.4 
0 >Y * >X * >Z > 0 
so that the diagram commutes, .by Corollary 1.1 and (b)9 <£€S(Y.j) 
and then X.. — Y . . 0 Z is locally convex. Hence so is X as 
a subspace of X... 
(a)^zz^(c): The proof is quite similar as above. 
(b) .-Z=^ (d): It is obvious. 
(d). — ^ (e): Let C be a O-neighbourhood base in Z. Let us assume 
that (ej does not hold: there is a O-neighbourhood U C C in Z such 
that |AF(UXU)| ̂ 1 for every ?ZL but 
for every J € 0 there exists J?j € I such that for every linear 
map L: Z >*L one can find x e U with |(JP-j -- h)(x)\ >1. 
Obviously, for the family J, J * {F^t U€C}. the condition (e) 
does not hold. too. 
Choose any Haaiel basis B for Z. Then for each J?€J there i s 
a l inear map h^: Z—*K such that (J? - h y ) ( e ) - 0 for a l l e € B j 
c lear ly A(j?_n ) = A ,̂. Using Lemma 2.1 we get 
Jr 
sup |(F - h-J(z) | < o o for every z €Z. 
J?€J * 
*e can define a map F i Z—^l^tJ) by 
J?QU) • ( (* - V
( z ) ) * € J * 
c learly i t i s <iuasilinear and homogeneous. By (d) . the twisted sum 
0 >looU) —^loo(J )©^ — * z - > 0 
splits i hence9 by Theorem 1.4, there exists a linear map 
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L: Z—>looU) such that Fp - L: Z— * l . o o U ) is continuous at zero. 
Wow, if (xp ? -j are the coordinate functional a on 1 © O U ) # then 
for the linear maps Lf « h^-f x|*L: 2 — > K we have xJ»(F - L) » 
» N i f and the family (F • Ljjp-j is equicontinuous at zero} 
a contradiction* 
(e) ..___> (f): This is obvious* 
(f):=_>(b): Consider a twisted sum (B is an arbitrary set) 
(2.1) 0 >loo(B) -J—>X--i-^Z >0. 
By Theorem U3 (d)9 it is equivalent to 
{2.2) 0 >loo(B^ >loo(B)©^ r>Z > Q 
for a suitably chosen homogeneous quasilinear map F: Z — • l ^ B ) 
such that A«J 2 X Z — - * l o o ( B ) is continuous at every point* Let 
(x*)b - B be the coordinate functionals on loo(h)* Then 
1 = {Fh = xt
0-^1 --—>% * b €B} form a family of quasilinear maps 
such that A« s XY)°A»
 are e qui continuous at every point* By (f), 
there is a family of linear maps L̂ i Z—>K f such that 
(F - L_)_ _~ _ is equicontinuous at zero* It follows easily that 
to Ha'b €n 
I,: x i — ^ ( k ' x ^ b e b is a l i n e a r m aP froia z to loo(B) and that 
F - L is continuous at zero* By Theorem 1*4, (2*2) splits and %h$n 
(2*1) splits* This completes the proof* 
3. Permanence properties* La this section we will consider 
the permanence properties of the class of all TSO-spaces* 
The respective theorems will be obtained as immediate consequences 
of Theorem 2*1 ((a)<=^(b)) and of "permanence theorems9* for 
the classes S(Y) for some tvs Y. The first fact is very simple* 
TH-JORKH 3.1* For an arbitrary tvs Yf the class S(Y) is closed 
under arbitrary direct sums (in the category of all tvs)* 
P r o o f . Let us consider a twisted sum 
0 >Y—i->x-_____> 0 I >09 
where Za€S(Y) for every a€A* It is obvious that for every a ^ 
the diagram 
0 >Y J >X ^-»Z *>G, 
_i a a T 
where JCa * q (Zft) and t » q L , forms also a twisted sum* 
By the assumption, there is a linear continuous section s a for 
the latter twisted sum* Then, of course, ffi s_ is a linear 
ae A a 
continuous section for the origineu twisted sum* 
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It is w.,11 known (see for example [1] f 3(6)) that for countable 
families of lcs their locally convex direct sum and their direct 
sum (in the category of all tvs) coincide. 
COROLLARY 3.1* £very countable locally convex direct sum 
of TSC-spaces is a TSC-space* 
.For twisted sums the above facts hold as well. The original 
author9s proof of the following result was very complicated 
and therefore we will give much simpler proof due to L. Drewnowski. 
THEOREM 3.2. J?or every tvs Y and every Zy Z0€S(Y) every 
twisted sum of Z. and Z0 belongs to S(Y). 
P r o o f . (L. Drewnowsici) Let us consider the following 
twisted sums .* n 
o—>z 1—* - > z —^-*z2 >0, 
0 > Y •* > X * >Z >0. 
Let X., * yC\iz(Z^))f thus j(Y) cz j^ <= X and we get the follow-
ing twisted sums . 
0 >Y >£* ^> 2- > 0t 
,-1 where q.j «* j^ ov* x • £ y *he assumP^ion» *ke above twisted sum 
splits* and hence there is a subspace Z-CHXj isomorphic to Z.. such 
that Xj is a topological direct sum of Y and Zy Let X2 = Z/Z\ 
and let u : X — > X 0 be the natural quotient map. It is easily seen 
that j 2 ~ *0° 3*
 Y — > * 2 i s a n isomorP-1*c embedding. *e can obtain 
the following twisted sum . 
Jo Ho 
0 1> Y — ^ ^ 2 ^
 Z2 * 0t 
because Xp/j^Y) » (X/Z^/U/Z^) is naturally isomorphic to X/X.j~ 
-(X/j(Y))/(X1/j(Y)) — Z/Z.J — Z0. Obviously, by the assumption, 
the latter twisted sum splits; let p: X 2 — > Y be a continuous 
linear projection for it, i.e. p°J2 ~ idy. Then the map 
P » P#0*0
J * — > Y is a continuous linear projection for the given 
twisted sum of Y and Zf because P«j * P°q.0
oj * P 0 ^ * i d y Illi8 
completes the proof* 
The following table collects all the permanence properties 
of the classes of all TSC-spaces, X-spaces and S(Y) known to 
the author. For instance, the word "YJIJS" in the column "X-spaces M 
and the row 3«(a) "finite products* means that every finite product 
of #-space8 is a X-space. References for proofs and 
counterexamples are «iven in Remarks below. 
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5« Direct sums 
(a) countable 
locally convex 












7* Twisted sumз YES YES YES 
R e m a r k s . Let us observe that the classes of all X-spaces 
and all TSC-spaces are particular cases of the classes S(Y) (comp. 
Theorem 2
#
1 (a)^—) (b))» therefore it is enough to prove positive 
results only for the first column of the table above. 
1*(a)s It was proved by H. J* Kalton and J. W. Roberts [11] 
that loo is a X-space and, by Theorem 2,1 and [7]
 f
 Theorem 4.10, 
loo is a TSC-space. On the other hand 1^ is isomorphic to 
a subspace of loo and, by [7], [14] and [15j
t
 lj is aot a c^-space 
and obviously not a TSC-space, 
1»(b)j This was proved very simply in [4]» Theorem 4#1 (a)# 
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1.(c)s The answer, YfiS for Y semimetrizable complete may be 
easily deduced from Proposition 1.3. L. .Drewnowski ( [J>] , 
Corollary 2*6) proved that every quotient of a complete tvs by its 
^•minimal subspace is complete.(A Hausdorff tvs X is called 
(̂ -minimal if none of its Hausdorff quotients admits a strictly 
weaker Hausdorff vector topology). This result allows us to prove 
a strict analogue of Proposition 1.3 for Y (̂ -minimal and Z 
an arbitrary tvs. Using this fact we may justify the answer YES 
for Y q-minimal. The onl^ known q-minimal tvs are K for every 
set 1. 
2: N. J. Jtalton and N. T. Peck ( [9] , Theorem 5*2 and 5.3) 
proved that a quotient Z/Z. of a <X-space Z is a JT-space iff 
the subspace Zj has the HBEP in Z, i.e., every continuous linear 
functional on Z. can be extended to the whole space Z. Of course, 
this assumption is satisfied when Z is locally convex. It is proved 
in [4], Lemma 4.1 that if Zj is a subspace of a tvs Z, Z€S(Y) 
and every continuous linear map L: Z * —>Y can be extended to 
the whole space Z, then Z/Zj€ S(Y). Of course, by the Hahn-Banach 
theorem, for every lcs Z^cz £, every continuous linear map 
L* Z.|—>loo(A) can be extended to a map defined on Z. Hence, 
by Theorem 2.1, the class of all TSC-spaces is closed under 
quotients. For the direct proof of the latter fact see [4], 
Theorem. 5.3 (<:)• 
3.(a): This was shown very simply in [4], Theorem 4.1 (b). 
3.(b)s D. Vogt ( [1jQ, proof of Lemma 1.6 or [18], Theorem 2.4) 
constructed a twis .id sum of s and s which is isomorphic to s 
(s is the ir^chet auolear space of rapidly decreasing sequences). 
ft Of course, e is.not isomorphic to s because the latter has 
a continuous norm. Hence s € S(s). By [17] f Theorems 1.3 and 1.5, 
every locally convex twisted sum of s and s splits. But a is 
nuclear and all nuclear spaces are TSO-spaces ( [4] » Theorem 5.5 (o) 
comp. Corollary 4.1 below), so finally s£S(s). Therefore the 
answer i& tfO even for S(Y), where Y is a J?r£chet space and for 
countable products. Nevertheless, the answer is YES for S(Y), where 
Y is locally bounded complete, as proved in [4] * Theorem 4.3 (b). 
By Theorem 2.1, the class of all TSC-spaces is closed under 
arbitrary products. 
4* Every product is a reduced projective limit of its finite 
subproducts. Hence part 3.(b) implies the answer HO for S(Y). 
The answer YES is proved in [4], Theorem 4.3 (a). 
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5: This is contained in Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.1. 
6; For TSC-spaces this i,° i. consequence of the parts 5 and 2. 
7: This was proved in Theorem 3.2. For TSC-spaces it may be 
proved directly (and rather simply), comp. [4] » Theorem 5.3 (a). 
4. The maln open problém, in view of Theorem 2.1 it may be 
interesting if S(Jí) = Sd^tA)) for every set A. This seems 
unlikely but all the examples of JtT-spaces Jcnown to the author 
belong to S(l<x>(A)K (For instance, by [9], Theorem 3.6 and [7], 
Theorem 3.6t L (Of 1) €S(i ©oUj), O ^ p < 1 , for every set A). For 
locally convex spaces Z this problém (by Theorem 2.1) is equivalent 
to the following one (comp. [4] ). 
PROBLÉM. DO the classes of all TSC-spaces and all locally 
convex JÉT-spaces coincide? 
5. Dierolf in [3], Theorem 2.4.1 (implicitly) and W. J. Kalton 
in [7J, Theorem 4.10 bavě proved that every twisted sum of two 
metrizable les Y and Z, with Z es(JC), is locally convex. From this 
it may be easily deduced (see [4], Corollary 5.1) that locally 
convex metrizable jÉf-spaces are TSC-spaces. Csing the latte^ fact 
and the permanence properties given in the previous section we get 
immediately (Part (b) is proved by a different argument in [4] , 
Theorem 5.1 )* 
THEOKEM 4.1. (a) An arbitrary product or countable direct sum 
of metrizable les is a TSC-space iff it is a JČf-space. 
(b) Every reduced projective limit of metrizable locally convex 
jíf-spaces is a TSC-space. 
Every nuclear les is a reduced projective limit of Hilbert 
spaces ( [I6[]f 7.3 Corollary 3) but, by [j], Theorem 4.9t every 
Hilbert space is a j(/-space. Hence we obtains 
COiiQLLAHY 4.1. ([4], Theorem 5.5 (c)) Every nuclear les is 
a TSC-space. 
The following theorem may be proved directly as well. 
TREO&EM 4.2. Every twisted sum of a les Y with a weak topology 
and a locally convex <3f-space Z is locally convex. 
T 
P r o o f. The tvs Y can be embedded into the product £ * Y1 
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for some I. Using Theorem 1.2 we may extend our given twisted sum 
to a twisted sum X^ of Y-, and Z, which splits, by Corollary 1.1, 
and hence is locally convex. 0Dviouslyf the given twisted sum is 
locally convex as a subspace of X--
In view of Theorem 2.1 ((a)^—Me))» the positive answer to our 
problem implies a kind of "Banach-Steinhaus theoremft for 
quasilinear mappings. It is interesting that ti. J. Kalton has 
shown directly ( [7] , .Proposition 3.3 (iii)J the condition (e) 
from Theorem 2.1 for Banach ^-spaces, by Theorems 4.1 (a) and 2.1t 
the same is true for a larger class of tvs, in particular, for 
metrizable locally convex JT-spaces but the author's attempts 
to prove it directly were unsuccessful. 
A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t . The author is very indebted to 
Dr. L. Drewnowsici for valuable remarks and improvements concerning 
this paper, in particular, for the simplification of the proof 
of Theorem 3.2* ana to Dr. .6. Soitys for his critical reading 
of the manuscript. 
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